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undance sells Western-inspired clothing and jewelry to affluent
women. Fast casual restaurant chain Veggie Grill touts a plantbased menu popular with vegans and omnivores alike. Online educator The Teaching Company offers course topics as varied as medieval Europe and black holes, giving lifelong learners a chance to broaden
their knowledge.
The common threads in these seemingly disparate concepts may not be
readily apparent. But look closely and the similarities become clear: They
have each built a loyal customer base, strong repeat business and a brand
sensibility that is hard to replicate. What they lacked was the capital and
strategic direction to move beyond organic growth.
Enter Brentwood Associates. The Los Angeles-based private equity
firm has made a science of spotting lesser-known consumer concepts with
staying power and turning them into more profitable powerhouse brands,
increasing demand with fine-tuned marketing and broader distribution.
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Consider Chicago-based Paper Source, an upscale retail chain selling
artisanal stationery products, gifts and novelty items. Brentwood purchased the company in 2007 when it had just 21 stores. It sold the business
in September 2013 to Investcorp for undisclosed terms after expanding nationally to 73 locations and boosting the online business. During the firm’s
six-year investment period, sales at Paper Source tripled and profitability
increased tenfold.
Brentwood, which has roughly $650 million under management, had
the first closing on its fifth private equity fund in June, with Dow Jones
citing sources saying it was looking to raise $500 million. The portfolio
companies held for more than a year in Brentwood’s fourth fund have averaged 127 percent growth since the firm acquired them.
“The founders come up with unbelievably cool ideas and they execute
the heck out of them, grow the business, and develop a relationship with
their customers that is just really unique,” says partner Bill Barnum, (pictured above) who co-founded the firm’s private equity practice in 1984.
“But most of them aren’t professional managers. They’re entrepreneurs.”
Brentwood’s private equity portfolio now includes 10 companies, ranging from Zoës Kitchen, a restaurant chain with a Mediterranean menu, to
Exhale Mind Body Spa, which operates urban day spas and luxury fitness

facilities. Besides loyal customers, the businesses have other
unifying traits. Unlike makers of branded goods that wind
up on the shelves of mass retailers, foremost is control over
the relationship with their customers through some combination of catalog, online and proprietary store experiences.
They typically sell products and services that weather
economic cyclicality and are sought after by upscale, welleducated consumers—often women. At the time of investment, most would be defined as lower-tier middle-market
businesses with annual revenues of no more than $50 million and no prior institutional investment, Barnum says.
Over the course of the firm’s 30-year history, Brentwood’s dedicated private equity team has invested in 40
companies with an aggregate transaction value of more
than $5 billion, including tennis racquet maker Prince
Manufacturing and outdoor apparel company Filson
Holdings. Brentwood usually takes a majority position,
assigns partners to oversee corporate strategy and then
unleashes its ample resources—everything from scientific analysis of potential real estate sites to psychographic
review of the customer database. The result? Revenue
growth usually at least doubles during the firm’s holding
period, Barnum says.
“This is where it becomes a very math-based exercise,”
says Brentwood partner Anthony Choe. “This is a very
specialized skill set that a lot of private equity firms don’t
have in-house. We’ve done a lot of this so we kind of know
where the bodies are buried.”
Brentwood’s tendency in recent years to invest in direct marketing companies with significant catalog exposure might make onlookers scratch their heads; industry
watchers predicted those businesses would be crippled by
the rise of Internet sellers.
But their contrarian position has paid off. Among Brentwood’s most noteworthy bets was Oriental Trading Company Inc., a direct marketer of novelties, toys, home décor
and other items, which the firm purchased in 2000 for $58
million and sold in 2006 for gross proceeds of $527 million.
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“Born-on-the-Web companies are having a hard time scaling to the
profitability that we’re finding with our catalog companies,” says Eric
Reiter, another Brentwood partner. “If you start an e-commerce business
and it’s competing only based on emails and getting eyeballs to your site,
there are challenges.”
A better model, he contends, makes use of a multipronged approach.
Sundance, which Brentwood acquired in July 2012, has various points
of contact with customers, including its longstanding mainstay catalog,
which features color photos of attractive models shot on location, often
outdoors. The company also maintains a robust website and several
retail stores.
“The catalog comes; it’s the catalyst for purchase,” says Reiter, noting
that more than 70 percent of Sundance transactions take place online.
“The catalog is just part of the marketing machine.”
Under Brentwood’s direction, Salt Lake City-based Sundance is planning to aggressively open more retail stores to increase opportunities
for customers to experience its clothing, jewelry and home goods in distinctive aspirational settings.
Sundance President and CEO Matey Erdos says Brentwood’s studied
distribution tactics are closely aligned with those of the company, resulting in a comfortable and productive working relationship.
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“Just to grow for growth’s sake is not the name of the game at Sundance,” Erdos says. “The lifetime value of a customer is very important
to us. That’s what Brentwood is about as well.”
Corporate management teams such as hers also benefit from sharing
ideas with other companies in the Brentwood portfolio, a practice the private equity firm encourages. Such collaboration goes a long way toward
boosting management confidence and minimizing missteps, she says.
At The Teaching Company, best known for its university-style Great
Courses lectures, Brentwood’s marketing strategy includes creating
course offerings that appeal to a wider, less erudite customer base to expand beyond the humanities. The company’s catalog now includes lifestyle topics such as gardening and fitness, giving existing customers more
reasons to come back.
“Post-Brentwood acquisition, we’re looking at a broader demographic,”
says Teaching Company CEO Paul Suijk, noting the company aims to attract more women with courses that fall under its “Better Living” category.
Boosting brand credibility is another component of the plan, so The
Teaching Company is creating partnerships with industry leaders in
specific content areas. It produced a cooking course with the Culinary
Institute of America and a photography course with renowned National
Geographic photographer Joel Sartore.

Partly as a result of these moves, sales at the company, which is based
outside of Washington, D.C., have grown 10 to 20 percent per year since
Brentwood’s investment in 2006, says Suijk, noting that the Sartore photography course has become one of the best sellers.
Still, he adds: “Even in some of the bad times they (Brentwood Associates) don’t come over here, clobber your head and say, ‘What are you doing?’ They treat the investment on a longer-term basis.”
To be sure, Brentwood typically holds investments for five to six years.
And the firm is not shy about deploying capital when it sees potential for
long-term growth. That is readily apparent with its restaurant holdings,
which require significant cash outlays to support build-outs of new locations, as well as the hiring of staff to run them.
Brentwood pegged Zoës Kitchen, a Birmingham, Ala., concept offering
fresh Greek-inspired menu items with a Southern twist, for rapid expansion, upping the store count to 100 from 19 since investing in November
2007. It has increased sales at individual restaurants by creating more
items for the dinner menu, adding beer and wine, and improving restaurant ambience.
“There’s a real soul behind the concept, which is kind of an underrated thing in our business,” says Rahul Aggarwal, the Brentwood managing director who oversees restaurant investments. “We were able to convince ourselves that this is going to work in a lot of other places. We’ve
come quite a long way from a small regional concept.”
Brentwood has similar hopes for Veggie Grill, the Southern California vegetarian menu chain it has expanded to 22 restaurants from six
when it made an initial investment in August 2011. There are plans to
add another seven or eight units next year. According to Aggarwal, there
were clues that marked this purveyor of good-tasting vegetarian meals
as a Brentwood target. For example, despite its small scale at the time of
investment, Veggie Grill was among the top 10 restaurant brands in the
United States on Twitter, with more than 70,000 followers.
“They have a really good sense for a consumer-loyal brand that has a
differentiation,” says Greg Dollarhyde, the restaurant executive who has
co-invested with the firm on three deals including Zoës, where he serves
as executive chairman, and Veggie Grill, which he now runs. Not surprisingly, Dollarhyde says, the majority of Veggie Grill’s customers also
eat meat, a sign of the concept’s significant crossover appeal.
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“They like the food because it’s good healthy food,” he says. “They’re
trying to eat something that is better for them.”
To be sure, not every Brentwood investment is a winner. Monarch Designs, a luggage maker and distributor the firm purchased in 2000, was
sold at a loss in 2008, hurt in part by a slowdown in travel following the
Sept. 11 attacks and increased retail competition.
“(Monarch) was an obvious example of what happens when you don’t
have a brand—when your thesis is about sourcing and getting lower-price
luggage,” Reiter says. He notes there were a few other laggards before
Brentwood honed its portfolio selection strategy between 2000 and 2002.
Still, it’s not easy picking portfolio gems in a market saturated with
consumer choices. To identify diamonds in the rough, Brentwood reviews
about 350 businesses a year, selecting just two to four that are worthy of
investment. Due diligence can take anywhere from 90 days to a year.
“We’re looking for really, really special companies,” Barnum says.
“We like to say to people: ‘We have the greatest companies you’ve never
heard of.’” //
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